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Analysis of mode coupling due to spherical
defects in ideal fully metal-coated scanning

near-field optical microscopy probes
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We investigate the effect of defects in the metal-coating layer of a scanning near-field optical microscopy
(SNOM) probe on the coupling of polarization modes using rigorous electromagnetic modeling tools. Because of
practical limitations, we study an ensemble of simple defects to identify important trends and then extrapolate
these results to more realistic structures. We find that a probe with many random defects will produce a small
but significant coupling of energy between a linearly polarized input mode and a radial/longitudinal polariza-
tion mode, which is known to produce a strongly localized emitted optical field and is desirable for SNOM
applications. © 2006 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 180.5810, 260.5430, 350.5500.
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. INTRODUCTION
ecently, a significant amount of interest has been given

o fully metal-coated scanning near-field optical micros-
opy (SNOM) probes.1,2 While the total light throughput
f these probes is generally lower than for uncoated or
artially metal-coated tapered-fiber probes, they provide
ther advantages, such as high-volume manufacturability
ith standard fabrication techniques and materials, as
ell as greater manufacturing reproducibility and control
ver the device shape. These probes also possess a signifi-
ant advantage in that optical as well as topographic (e.g.,
tomic force microscope) measurements can be performed
sing the same tip.2 To better understand the operating
haracteristics of this class of probes, a considerable
mount of work has been performed to optimize their fab-
ication, as well as to experimentally measure their per-
ormance characteristics.3–8 In particular, the properties
f the metal coating9,10 and the polarization state of the
ight transiting the probe11–13 have been found to play an
mportant role in the optical properties and performance
apabilities of the probe. However, as fabricating and test-
ng large numbers of probes with varying configurations
s presently impractical, rigorous electromagnetic model-
ng of such probes has proven to be a useful complement
o experimental work in gaining insight into the propaga-
ion of light inside and near such probes.

In previous numerical studies of apertureless probes, it
as shown that the emitted near field at the apex of the
robe tip depends strongly on the polarization state of the
nput field. The lowest-order eigenmodes of the probe in-
ut aperture are a pair of orthogonal linearly polarized
odes, followed by a mode with a dominant radial or lon-

itudinal polarization configuration. While the linearly
olarized modes were found to transmit more power
hrough the probe, the radial/longitudinal polarization
ode was found to produce a highly localized field hot

pot in the near-field zone of the probe apex.11 In addition
o being confined to a smaller volume, the peak field am-
1084-7529/06/051096-10/$15.00 © 2
litude of this polarization mode is significantly higher
han for the linearly polarized modes. Subsequent experi-
ental studies confirmed these numerical results, finding

hat injecting the radial/longitudinal polarization mode
nto a microfabricated probe does in fact produce a more
trongly localized emitted optical near field, as compared
ith injecting a purely transversely polarized mode.12,13

or high-resolution microscopy applications, this strong
ocalization of the emitted field is clearly desirable. The
emaining challenge is to simplify the creation and injec-
ion of such a radial/longitudinal polarization mode. One
romising approach is to modify the probe structure in
ome way to produce a conversion mechanism from a
ore straightforward linearly polarized input mode to the

adial/longitudinal mode emitting a highly confined opti-
al near field.

In this work we investigate the role of various types of
efects in the metal-coating layer of the probe on the
mitted optical fields, including coupling between the key
olarization modes. We focus on defects in the metal layer
s they most closely correspond to the observed character-
stics of real manufactured probes.2,6 Because of restric-
ions based on an unambiguous interpretation of results
s well as computational load limitations, we focus on
tudying an ensemble of simple but insightful defect con-
gurations in a simplified model of the probe. Although
hese simplified models do not accurately reflect the char-
cteristics of real probes in their entirety, they do facili-
ate understanding the fundamental mechanisms of opti-
al coupling between the polarization modes in the probe.
urthermore, comparisons between the various defect
onfigurations studied, including defect position, size, and
hape, as well as multiple defects, do provide meaningful
nsight into the polarization-dependent characteristics of
his type of structure. These results can also be extrapo-
ated to predict the likely aggregate optical behavior of a
arge number of random defects—corresponding to the po-
arization characteristics of realistic probes.
006 Optical Society of America
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. BACKGROUND
. Modeling Approach
he study of the interaction of optical fields with physical
tructures having nanoscale features requires an analysis
echnique that is both highly accurate and flexible enough
o handle a variety of material and field configurations. To
ulfill these requirements, we choose the Microwave Stu-
io software package from Computer Simulation Tech-
ologies, in Darmstadt, Germany. This tool is based on
he finite-integration time-domain technique and pro-
ides the required accuracy and flexibility to investigate
his class of structures.

A schematic diagram of the simplified SNOM probe
odel is shown in Fig. 1. The overall modeling domain is
�m�1 �m�1.7 �m in the x, y, and z directions, respec-

ively. The probe axis is chosen to lie along the z axis. The
robe itself consists of a silica core �n=1.5� and an alumi-

ig. 1. Diagram of the three-dimensional modeling domain. The
ip of the probe is modeled as a cylindrical silica core with a coni-
al taper having a 30° apex angle and an approximately 50 nm
hick aluminum coating. A 0.1 �m thick perfect electric conduc-
or (PEC) plate is placed at each end of the domain along the z
xis, with a 250 nm diameter hole in each forming the input and
utput apertures. The lateral (x and y) edges of the domain uti-
ize an absorbing boundary condition.

ig. 2. Images of the three fundamental polarization eigenmodes
olarized mode H with a dominant electric field component alo
lectric field component along the y axis; (c) radial/longitudinal p
xis.
um coating (dispersive, with n=0.645+5.029i at the op-
rating wavelength �=532 nm). The core is composed of a
ylindrical section 250 nm in diameter and 0.5 �m high,
ollowed by a conical taper 467 nm high. This yields an
pex angle of 30°, consistent with experimental studies
urrently being conducted.12,13 The metal coating is a uni-
orm 50 nm thick layer of aluminum on both the cylindri-
al and the tapered sections, terminating in a spherical
pex of variable diameter (typically 50 nm). Before the
ubsequent introduction of defects, the probe exhibits a
otational symmetry around the z axis.

A 0.1 �m thick layer of a perfect electric conductor
PEC) is placed at each end of the domain along the z
xis. A circular hole of diameter 250 nm is embedded in
ach of these PEC layers, forming the input and output
pertures. At the base of the probe (the input aperture),
he aperture is composed of silica to match the cylindrical
ection of the probe. At the opposite end of the domain
the output aperture), the aperture consists of air to
atch the region surrounding the probe. Although the

resence of the PECs certainly perturbs the distribution
f the optical fields to some extent, this is not likely to be
ritical in a comparative analysis of various probe con-
gurations, where the matched input and output ports
rovide a simple and useful mechanism for evaluating the
olarization mode coupling. An absorbing boundary con-
ition is applied on the lateral (x and y) edges of the do-
ain.

. Fundamental Polarization Modes
or the input aperture of the model, we can compute the
igenmodes of this input port. Although numerous modes
xist, the first three are of the greatest interest in this
ork, and are shown in Fig. 2. First, shown in Fig. 2(a) is
primarily linearly polarized mode with a dominant

-field vector parallel to the x axis. This mode is called H
or simplicity in the subsequent discussion. Next is the or-
hogonal linearly polarized mode with a dominant E-field
ector parallel to the y axis, shown in Fig. 2(b) and called
for simplicity. Finally, there is the radially polarized or

ongitudinally polarized mode as shown in Fig. 2(c), called
. From previous studies, this mode is responsible for pro-

e input and output apertures of the model: (a) horizontal linearly
x axis; (b) vertical linearly polarized mode V with a dominant

ed mode R with a dominant electric field component along the z
for th
ng the
olariz
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ucing a highly localized optical field hot spot in the near-
eld zone of the probe.11

In the following investigation, we take the incident op-
ical field at the input port to be one of these three eigen-
odes: H, V, or R. The analysis of the output of the probe

enters on one of two cases: (1) an evaluation of the emit-
ed field near the apex of the probe or (2) the coupling ef-
ciency to the same three modes H, V, and R at the output
ort. Although coupling to higher-order modes does exist,
t is generally significantly weaker than for the three

odes under consideration, and is ignored in this analy-
is.

. SINGLE SPHERICAL DEFECT
o investigate the influence of defects on the propagation
haracteristics of the fundamental optical polarization
odes in the probe model, we introduce a simple modifi-

ation or defect into the structure: the inclusion of a
pherical air bubble in the metal-coating layer of the
robe. In the first study, the bubble consists of air �n
1.0� and is located in the center of the metal layer, at the
idpoint of the tapered section of the probe. We vary the

ize of the bubble and observe the effect on the transmis-

ig. 3. (a) Normalized peak field magnitude at an observation
oint on the probe axis 10 nm beyond the apex as a function of
pherical bubble defect diameter. (b) Normalized average field
agnitude over a region 120 nm�120 mm centered on the probe

xis located 10 nm beyond the probe apex as a function of bubble
iameter. The normalization is performed with respect to the
eak magnitude of the input mode at the input aperture.
ion characteristics of the probe. The size varies from a di-
meter of 15–55 nm in steps of 10 nm. With a metal layer
hickness of 50 nm, the largest bubble just breaks the sur-
ace of the metal on both sides. In this case the bubble
oes not penetrate the silica underneath the metal, in-
tead leaving a small area of silica exposed to the air. For
implicity, we position the bubble in the X–Z plane, such
hat it lies in the plane parallel to the incident E-field vec-
or for the input mode H.

. Near-field Amplitude
o observe the effect of the bubble on the emitted optical
ear field of the probe, we first examine the field ampli-
ude at a point located 10 nm away from the apex along
he probe axis. This approximates the closest approach of
n object being scanned by the probe under normal oper-
ting conditions. The results for the total field amplitude
s well as the amplitude of the z component are shown
nly as a function of the bubble diameter in Fig. 3(a). The
ase without a defect is denoted in the figures as bubble
iameter zero. The field magnitude is normalized against
he peak amplitude of the input mode at the input aper-
ure, giving a sense of the optical coupling through the
robe. First, note that for small bubble diameters, the
mitted field for the two transverse modes H and V are
ssentially identical, as there is a rotational symmetry in
he unperturbed probe. Also, we observe that the field am-
litude for the mode R is significantly higher than for the

and V modes. This result is consistent with previous
nvestigations11 predicting a highly localized optical field
n the immediate vicinity of the probe apex for input mode
. Next, as the bubble diameter approaches the larger
alues (35, 45, 55 nm), there is a clear change in the near
eld emitted by the probe except for the mode V, which
xhibits essentially constant behavior for all bubble diam-
ters. For the transverse mode H, we see that the ob-
erved field amplitude increases as the bubble diameter
ncreases. In addition, the z component of the field be-
omes an increasingly large fraction of the total, indicat-
ng that the z component of the field is becoming domi-
ant. This suggests that even with the H input mode, due
o the presence of the bubble defect in the metal layer, a
eld hot spot as seen for the mode R is developing in the
ear-field zone of the probe. Conversely, looking at the
mitted near field for mode R, we see that there is a slight
ecrease in the observed field amplitude as the bubble di-
meter increases. Taken together, these two observations
uggest that there is a coupling induced between the
odes H and R due to the presence of the bubble. Never-

heless, even for the largest bubble diameter considered,
he maximum field amplitude observed for the H and V
odes is significantly lower than for the mode R. This in-

icates that while this mode coupling may be significant,
t is never dominant, at least with this probe configura-
ion.

It is also useful to look at the average field amplitude
again, total and z component only, normalized with re-
pect to the peak amplitude of the input mode) over a
mall region in the x–y plane �120 nm�120 mm� located
0 nm away from the probe apex. These results as a func-
ion of the bubble diameter are shown in Fig. 3(b). For in-
ut mode R, while the average of the z component of the
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eld over this small region is still significantly higher
han for the linearly polarized modes, the z component of
he field is a much smaller fraction of the total field, indi-
ating that the transverse (x and y) components of the
eld are also significant off axis. Also, the average of the
otal field magnitude over this small region is approxi-
ately the same for all three polarization modes. Coupled
ith the previous results, this result is consistent with
ode R producing a strongly localized field with a high

eak amplitude in the near-field zone of the probe, while
he linearly polarized modes H and V produce a less
trongly confined emitted field. Finally, while the mode V
s largely unaffected by the presence of the defect, in-
reasing the size of the bubble in the metal layer results
n a reduced average emitted field for mode R and an in-
reased average emitted field for mode H. This is consis-
ent with the previous results, and again suggests that
he presence of this spherical air defect introduces a cou-
ling between modes H and R in the probe structure.

. Mode-Coupling Coefficients
lthough the amplitude of the optical field in the near-
eld zone of the probe is the most important characteris-
ic of interest in this analysis of near-field probe behavior,
t is not necessarily the most convenient method for com-
aring the characteristics of different probes. While the
esults of the previous subsection suggest that the defect
nduces a coupling between two of the polarization eigen-

odes, interpretation of these results is complicated by
he fact that the actual optical field at the point of obser-
ation is the superposition of at least two probe polariza-
ion modes. Thus, in order to more clearly observe the
oupling between these modes, instead of studying the
mitted near field, we consider the mode-to-mode cou-
ling efficiencies between the input and output ports as
hown in Fig. 1. In this investigation, the model including
he probe structure remains exactly the same as in the
revious example, only the optical parameters under ob-
ervation are different.

The output port has the same dimensions as the input
ort, and the three polarization eigenmodes under consid-
ration are qualitatively identical at the two ports. The
oupling coefficient for a given mode pair is the squared
agnitude of the ratio of the output and input mode am-

ig. 4. Input-to-output port mode-coupling coefficients as a
unction of defect diameter for a single air bubble placed in the

etal-coating layer at the midpoint of the tapered section in the
–z plane.
litudes (in rf/waveguide notation: �S21�2). The nine pos-
ible coupling coefficients between the modes H, V, and R
t the input and output ports as a function of the bubble
iameter are shown in Fig. 4. Once again, the case of hav-
ng no defect is represented as a bubble diameter of zero.
he coefficients, reflecting the coupling of energy from a
iven input polarization mode to a given output mode, are
hown on a logarithmic amplitude scale. First, we note
hat the coupling between the like transverse modes, HH
i.e., input mode H coupling to output mode H) and VV,
re equal, roughly constant with respect to the bubble di-
meter, and the largest of all in magnitude. Next, the ra-
ial mode-coupling coefficient RR is also constant, al-
hough it is approximately two orders of magnitude
maller than for the linearly polarized modes. This is in
ontrast to the previous study, where the input mode R
as found to produce an emitted optical near field signifi-

antly stronger than that of the modes H and V. This out-
ome is due to two principal factors: First, while the emit-
ed field for the mode R has a much higher peak
mplitude due to the strong localization, the total amount
f power emitted is lower. Second, the strongly localized
eld hot spot for the mode R will diffract very strongly be-
ore propagating even the short distance to the output
ort. Most importantly, in Fig. 4 the only coupling coeffi-
ients that show a clear dependence on the bubble diam-
ter are between the modes H and R. For both HR and
H, the observed coupling uniformly increases as the
ubble diameter is increased. These results confirm the
revious hypothesis that the defect introduces a coupling
etween these two modes. Finally, the remaining cross-
oupling coefficients, between modes V and R as well as H
nd V, remain negligibly small and are omitted from the
gure.

. Discussion
n this section we have presented two parallel investiga-
ions of the same set of probe models—containing a single
pherical air bubble defect of varying diameter in the cen-
er of the metal-coating layer—focusing on different opti-
al output characteristics. In the first case, we find that
ven with a linearly polarized input mode (H), due to the
resence of the bubble, a small but nonnegligible highly
ocalized emitted optical field (very similar to that ex-
ected for the radially polarized input mode R) is ob-
erved in the near-field zone of the probe. In the second
ase, considering the mode-to-mode coupling coefficients
etween the input and output ports of the model, we find
hat the only clear correlation with the bubble diameter is
or coupling between modes H and R. Clearly, there is a
trong connection between the mode coupling HR and the
mergence of the near-field hot spot in the emitted optical
eld. While we have not conclusively demonstrated a
uantitative link between these two phenomena, the
trong qualitative relationship established in this section
nables characterization of certain near-field optical prop-
rties of various probe models by analyzing the polariza-
ion mode coupling coefficients.

Ultimately, the emitted optical field in the near-field
one of the probe is the characteristic of interest in this
nvestigation. However, as mentioned previously, once
ontrivial defects or other perturbations are introduced
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nto the probe structure, the emitted optical field becomes
superposition of modes. Consequently, it becomes diffi-

ult to find a simple and insightful means to represent the
ffect of various defects based on the properties of the
mitted field. For example, there are many potentially
eaningful characteristics—field amplitude at a particu-

ar point of interest, peak field amplitude, average field
ver a given volume, size of the emitted field hot spot, or
atio of the hot spot peak to the background amplitude,
mong others—making it difficult to choose an appropri-
te metric to describe and compare the effects of various
efect configurations. Fortunately, we know that the de-
irable highly localized near-field hot spot is produced by
he radial/azimuthal polarization mode R.11 This fact, to-
ether with the results of this section, suggests that the
oupling of the modes H and V with the mode R in the
robe, rather than the emitted field characteristics, best
escribes the phenomena of interest. Thus, in general, the
olarization mode coupling coefficients provide a simple
nd meaningful framework for representing and, more
mportant, comparing the effects of interest for various
efect configurations.

. MULTIPLE DEFECTS
sing the approach described in the previous section—

omparing the input mode to output mode coupling
oefficients—we now investigate several additional defect
onfigurations. Ideally, in order to directly relate these re-
ults to experimental work using this type of probe, we
ould like to investigate a real probe containing a large
umber of random defects (see, for example, Fig. 2 in Ref.
and Fig. 8 in Ref. 13). Unfortunately, at present such a
odel is impractical due to limitations in computational

ower and the difficulty of interpreting and analyzing the
esults produced by such a complex structure. Instead, as
n the previous section, we consider several series of re-
ated simple examples. While each of these cases consists
f an ideal probe model with one or a few specific intro-
uced defects, the ensemble of cases is chosen to illustrate
everal important general trends that can be extrapolated
o draw some qualitative conclusions about real, random
robes. In the following, we consider three such en-
embles of defect configuration in the probe model: (1) the
ongitudinal placement of one or more spherical air de-
ects, (2) the axial placement of pairs of spherical air de-
ects, and (3) several examples of more realistic—but still
ery simple—defects.

. Defect Longitudinal Placement
n the first set of examples, we consider the placement of
spherical air bubble defect in the probe. Several cases

re considered, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The index numbers
–7 refer to the bubble positions as shown, all in the x–z
lane. As the results of Fig. 5(b) show, the only clear de-
endence of the mode coupling due to the position of the
ubble is between modes H and R. The coupling between
odes H and V as well as modes V and R are of a small

nough magnitude to be insignificant, and are not shown.
lso, the coupling coefficients between like modes HH,
V, and RR are stronger and are independent of the
ubble position. These results are consistent with the pre-
ious examples, and once again show that the inclusion of
bubble in the x–z plane of the probe induces a coupling

etween modes H and R. Furthermore, comparing the ef-
ects of the various bubble positions, we find that the in-
uced coupling between these two modes is strongest for
he bubbles located in the cylindrical section of the probe,
ith a noticeable decrease in the coupling efficiency for

he cases of bubbles located near the probe apex. This is
xplained by the fact that the field amplitude found inside
he probe (including in the metal layer) is significantly
igher near the input aperture rather than near the apex,
esulting in a stronger net coupling for the higher-
umbered bubble positions. In addition, we note that the
oupling coefficient RH is generally significantly higher
han for HR. In the previous section, a similar effect was
ound for the coupling of modes HH and RR in a probe
ithout a defect. This result is most likely also explained
y these differing emitted field characteristics for modes

and R: less total power emission for mode R from the
robe and stronger localization in the near field resulting
n stronger diffraction before reaching the output port.

In addition to the various single-defect configurations,
e also consider the case where all seven bubbles are in-

luded, as shown in Fig. 5(b). As in all the previous cases,
he coupling efficiencies of the three primary modes to
ike modes are essentially constant. The coupling between

odes H and R is stronger than for any one of the single-
ubble cases, although it is less than the sum of the cou-
ling efficiencies for the seven single-bubble cases. And as
efore, the cross coupling between other modes is negli-
ible. From this result, we see that in the case where mul-
iple bubbles are present, but confined to a single plane,

ig. 5. (a) Diagram indicating the placement of seven different
ir-bubble defects in the x–z plane. (b) Input-to-output port mode
oupling coefficients for the seven defect configurations shown in
a).
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lthough the absolute strength of the coupling is in-
reased, the qualitative behavior of inducing a coupling
etween modes H and R is not fundamentally affected.
hus, in this configuration, the collective effect of the
even bubbles can be considered to be equivalent to the
ffect of a single, larger effective bubble.

. Defect Axial Placement
ext, we consider probes having two spherical defects. In

his set of examples, the azimuthal and longitudinal
lacement of the two bubbles and their relative sizes play
critical role in determining the net output of the probe.
he two-bubble configurations to be studied are shown in
ig. 6, along with three previous cases (no defect, a single
5 or 45 nm bubble) for comparison.

ig. 6. Diagram indicating the bubble placement for several
onfigurations consisting of one or two spherical air defects in the
xial �x–y� plane at the midpoint of the probe tapered section.
The first example is the inclusion of two identical
ubbles at equivalent positions in two orthogonal longitu-
inal planes of the probe. In the previous section, we
ound that a bubble in plane x–z induces a coupling be-
ween modes H and R. So we expect that the introduction
f an identical bubble in the y–z plane will introduce an
quivalent coupling between modes V and R. As shown in
ig. 6, both bubbles have a diameter of 25 nm and are
laced at the midpoint of the tapered section of the probe,
ne lying in the x–z plane (called bubble X) and the other
n the y–z plane (called bubble Y). Looking at the results,
hown in Fig. 7, we see that this is in fact the case. Each
ode is coupled to itself as in the previous case, the two

inearly polarized modes H and V are each coupled to R,
nd the coupling between modes H and V remains insig-
ificant.
Next, we also consider the case where the two bubbles

re placed on opposite sides of the probe. This configura-
ion, also shown in Fig. 6, consists of identical 25 nm
ubbles X and X� placed at diametrically opposite loca-
ions at the middle of the tapered section in the x–z plane
f the probe. The coupling coefficient results for this case
how essentially identical results for the case of no
ubble. This result can be qualitatively explained by con-
idering the fact that the pair of diametrically opposed
ubbles will produce identical scattered fields, but with
pposite sign in the z components due to the symmetry of
he configuration. As the z component of the electric field
s critical for mode R, we expect the effective destructive
nterference of the scattered fields due to the two bubbles
o result in a net zero coupling to the radial mode. We also
onsider a similar configuration, with two 45 nm dia-
etrically opposed bubbles, also shown in Fig. 6. As in the

5 nm example, the observed coupling between the modes
Fig. 7. Input-to-output port mode coupling coefficients for the defect configurations shown in Fig. 6.
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s essentially identical to the case of having no bubble in
he probe, due to the destructive interference of the scat-
ering from the two bubbles.

Finally, we also consider the case of the two diametri-
ally opposite bubbles with differing sizes. As shown in
ig. 6, in this case bubble X has a diameter of 45 nm,
hile bubble X� has a diameter of 25 nm. From the re-

ults shown in Fig. 7, the coupling effect of the asymmet-
ic pair of bubbles between modes H and R is stronger
han for the single 25 nm bubble. In comparison with the
ingle 45 nm bubble, the HR coupling is approximately
he same, while the RH coupling is slightly weaker with
he asymmetric pair of bubbles.

Overall, these examples give some further insight into
he cumulative behavior of multiple defects. For some
ases, such as two bubbles on orthogonal planes, the net
ffect is exactly the sum of the effects of the individual
ubbles. In other specific cases, such as diametrically op-
osed identical bubbles, destructive interference is ob-
erved. However, in general, as these two-bubble ex-
mples, as well as the seven-bubble case from the
revious section, suggest, the cumulative effect of a num-
er of randomly placed bubbles is likely to be additive, al-
hough most likely not in a purely linear way. In other
ords, in terms of induced coupling between probe polar-

zation eigenmodes, the aggregate effect of a number of
ubbles is qualitatively similar to that of a single similar
ubble, but with most likely an increased coupling
trength. To examine this idea more closely, we consider
everal examples of more realistic defects, composed of a
mall number of spherical inclusions or other basic defect
hapes.

. More Realistic Defects
inally, in addition to studying the interaction of specific
airs of bubbles, we also consider several cases of more re-
Fig. 9. Input-to-output port mode coupling coefficient
listic but simple defects, in order to gain insight into the
eneral behavior of multiple, random defects. In the fol-
owing results, two previous cases, no defect and a single
5 nm spherical defect, are also shown for comparison
urposes.
The first example we consider is a chain of bubbles that

orms a tunnel through the metal layer of the probe. Pic-
ures of such a structure, with differing placement in the
robe, are shown in the insets of Fig. 8. The defect itself
onsists of three spheres, with diameters of 25, 20, and
5 nm, placed along an axis perpendicular to the metal
urface. The center of the central sphere is at the mid-
oint of the metal layer, and the two side spheres are each
ocated approximately 8 nm from the adjacent surface, re-
ulting in a few-nanometer overlap between adjacent
pheres. The spheres do not project beyond the bound-
ries of the metal layer, leaving a small exposed surface of
ach side sphere flush with the metal surface. For a more

ig. 8. Diagram showing several examples of simple but more
ealistic oxidized aluminum �n=1.54� defect configurations.
s for the defect configurations shown in Fig. 8.
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ealistic model, the spheres are assumed to be made of
xidized aluminum instead of air, and to have a higher in-
ex of refraction �n=1.54�. The coupling efficiencies for
hese two configurations are shown in the so-labeled col-
mns of Fig. 9. As the figure shows, the basic coupling be-
avior between the modes is the same as has been ob-
erved in previous examples. The homogeneous mode
oupling is essentially equal to the case of no defect. The
oupling between modes H and R is approximately
quivalent to that of a single sphere having a radius of
5 nm as shown in Fig. 9, and the coupling between other
odes is negligible. As in previous results, the coupling

ue to defects placed closer to the probe base is slightly
tronger than for those defects placed closer to the apex.
e also consider a similar structure, which is a simple cy-

indrical tunnel through the midpoint of the metal layer,
riented perpendicular to the surface. The cylinder has a
iameter of 20 nm and is assumed to consist of oxidized
luminum. The results are also shown in Fig. 9, with ap-
roximately the same behavior as the three-bubble tun-
el.
Finally, we consider another type of defect, consisting of

hree identical spheres arranged in a line along the inner
etal layer surface to simulate a localized region of sur-

ace roughness. We analyze the cases of this roughness
efect being placed at the midpoint of the tapered section,
s well as at the elbow of the probe. Each sphere has a
iameter of 25 nm, overlaps the adjacent spheres by
nm, is tangent to the inner metal surface, and is taken

o be composed of oxidized aluminum. As the results of
ig. 9 show, this defect also has a similar effect as in the
revious cases in terms of induced coupling between the
arious modes.

Overall, this set of examples shows that a number of
imple but more realistic defects also results in an in-
uced coupling between modes H and R. Comparing the
esults for a single 45 nm sphere at the midpoint of the
aper, also shown in Fig. 9, with these five example de-
ects, we find that the basic influence of all of the defects
n the coupling of modes in the structure is approxi-
ately the same. Each of the fundamental modes is

oupled to a like mode at the output with approximately
he same efficiency as for a probe without defects. The in-
roduction of the realistic defects induces a coupling be-
ween modes H and R, with an exact strength that de-
ends on the position and configuration of the defect.
owever, the qualitative behavior of this coupling is the

ame for all probe defect configurations studied.

. Discussion
he various cases of multiple defects in the probe demon-
trated in this section lead to an extrapolation of the ef-
ect of defects in a real probe—one having a large number
f random, nonideal defects. As shown, when we consider
he probes solely within the context of the three polariza-
ion eigenmodes, the effect of a single spherical defect is
o introduce a coupling between one of the linear polariza-
ion modes and the radial/longitudinal polarization mode.
e have also considered several cases of defects involving
ultiple spheres or other shapes. In a few specific cases

e.g., two identical spheres placed in symmetric positions
n opposite sides of the probe), we have found destructive
nterference of the two scattering contributions. In con-
rast, for other configurations (e.g., two identical spheres
n equivalent positions in orthogonal planes) the total
oupling effect of the two spheres is simply the superpo-
ition of the effect of each individual sphere. From other
onfigurations, we have observed a qualitatively additive
ehavior of the mode-coupling contribution of multiple de-
ects. Finally, for differing defect shapes and configura-
ions, although the magnitude of the coupling effect
hanges, the fundamental behavior is the same as for an
ffective spherical defect. Thus, for a large number of ran-
om defects, we expect the aggregate effect to be a cou-
ling between each of the linear modes and the radial
ode.
Of course, the quantitative strength of this coupling for
specific probe structure cannot be accurately deter-
ined from this approximate analysis. However, by com-

aring the results presented above, some important gen-
ral conclusions can be made. In particular, we note that
hile the coupling coefficient from one input mode to a
ifferent output mode may, with a large defect or multiple
efects, be many orders of magnitude higher than in the
bsence of defects, the coupling coefficient never ap-
roaches the same magnitude of the original input mode
oupling to the matched output mode. This is primarily
xplained by the fact that the coupling is more or less bi-
irectional. For example, if the input mode is a linear po-
arization, the presence of defects will redirect a fraction
f the input energy into the radial mode. However, the de-
ects also introduce the reverse coupling from the radial
ode to the original linear mode, and the strength of this

econdary effect depends on the amount of energy in the
adial mode (as well as many other factors, such as the
recise defect characteristics and the field distribution in-
ide the probe). In a simple analysis, the net coupling
rom linear to radial mode is essentially unidirectional
hen the strength of the linear mode is dominant, but
radually diminishes as the radial mode gains in
trength, limiting the maximum ratio between the ampli-
udes of the two modes. Furthermore, in principle with a
andom defect array, we also expect coupling from the ra-
ial mode into the orthogonal linear mode. However, just
s only a fraction of the energy in the input linear mode is
oupled into the radial mode, we expect the absolute en-
rgy in the orthogonal linear mode to also be small. Con-
equently, with a very large number of random defects,
e expect that the detailed effects of the specific shape,

ize, and position of a given single defect diminish in im-
ortance compared with the aggregate behavior of the
arge ensemble of defects. In other words, while the spe-
ific characteristics of a given real probe will still depend
n the exact configuration of the defects, knowing that
here are a large number of random defects allows us to
raw the qualitative conclusion to expect a small but non-
rivial amount of energy to be coupled from the input po-
arization mode to the other polarization modes.

Finally, it is important to realize that this approximate
rojection of the behavior of a large number of random de-
ects is also limited to the regime where the defects con-
titute a perturbation on the behavior of the ideal probe
odel. For example, in the extreme case where defects

re so prevalent that the metal coating becomes suffi-
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iently perforated to yield an aperture, or even degraded
o the extent that it can no longer be considered a layer,
he optical properties will certainly be fundamentally dif-
erent from this analysis. Further investigation, in simu-
ation as well as in experiment, is needed to understand
he behavior of probes in these different regimes, as well
s to identify the demarcations between them. However,
iven the rapid advances in microfabrication and nano-
abrication technologies of late, we believe it is reasonable
o expect that probes with perturbative—rather than
atastrophic—defects can be readily manufactured. While
ar from conclusive proof, this assumption is also consis-
ent, at least qualitatively, with most experimental stud-
es conducted so far.6,12,13

. CONCLUSIONS
n this investigation, we have used rigorous electromag-
etic modeling tools to determine the effect of simple de-

ects in the metal layer of a SNOM probe model on the
oupling of the polarization eigenmodes. We first per-
ormed a study of the effect of a single spherical defect of
ariable size on both the emitted optical near fields and
he polarization mode coupling coefficients. Having found
correlation between these two properties, we were able

o use the simpler mode coupling coefficient description in
ubsequent analysis, even though the emitted near field
f the probe is actually the characteristic of interest. We
hen used this approach to examine a number of example
efects, each consisting of one or a few simple inclusions
n the probe metal-coating layer.

The most significant effect of a single defect was found
o be the inducement of a coupling between a linearly po-
arized mode (with the electric field lying in the plane of
he defect) and the radial/azimuthal polarization mode,
hich produces a highly localized emitted optical field at

he apex of the probe. Of the defect configurations evalu-
ted, however, not all were found to have the same effect
n the mode coupling coefficients. The defect size most
ramatically affected the coupling coefficients, varying
ver many orders of magnitude as the defect diameter
anged from 0 to 55 nm (with a 50 nm thick metal-
oating layer). Also, the defect position was found to have
significant influence on the coupling coefficients, with

efects placed close to the probe base inducing a stronger
oupling than identical defects placed closer to the probe
pex. In contrast, various defect configurations consisting
f different shapes and clusters of small defects were
ound to yield much less variation in the resulting cou-
ling coefficients. Although this ensemble of simplified
robe models does not necessarily accurately represent
he behavior of real, imperfect probes, a comparative
nalysis of these results provides useful information
bout the relative effect of several defect types and con-
gurations on the induced coupling between polarization
odes in the probe model, and consequently about the op-

ical fields found inside and near the probe structure.
In addition, by comparing various configurations of
ultiple defects, we found that, although destructive in-

erference or linear addition of the scattering contribu-
ions of the defects are observed for certain specific con-
gurations, in most cases the contributions of the
ndividual defects are weakly cumulative. Therefore, al-
hough the quantitative effect of each defect or set of de-
ects depends on the specific configuration of the defect(s),
e can make a reasonable qualitative prediction concern-

ng the aggregate behavior of a large number of random
efects. By extrapolating these results to the case of real
robes having a large number of random defects, we ex-
ect a small but significant coupling of energy between
he polarization modes in the probe.

For SNOM applications, conversion of a linearly polar-
zed input mode into a radially/longitudinally polarized

ode would be extremely beneficial due to the strong lo-
alization of this latter mode in the emitted near field of
he probe. Although the amount of energy transferred in
his manner would generally be small for a probe with
andom defects, the results of Section 3 show that, even
or a single defect, in the highly confined hot-spot region
ear the apex of the probe, the emitted field attributable
o the radial/longitudinal mode is dominant with respect
o the input linearly polarized mode. Consequently, by op-
imizing the structure of the probe to improve the conver-
ion efficiency or with polarization-based filtering of the
ollected light, it should be possible to obtain the benefits
f the radially polarized mode using a linearly polarized
nput to the probe. The knowledge gained concerning the
oupling of the polarization modes of the probe could fa-
ilitate this optimization of the probe structure, for ex-
mple, by introducing specific intentional defects. In the
uture, more detailed study of these polarization mode-
onversion approaches, direct comparison of simulation
nd experimental results, and continued investigation of
olarization effects in these structures are all necessary
o better understand and optimize the optical character-
stics of fully metal-coated microfabricated SNOM probes.
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